APPENDIX  IV
was let down in the mtro-glycerine to be exploded, the fuse fired,
and the nitro-glycerine went off. The next step was the detonator
cap now so largely used for dynamite. I had some trouble to get
strong caps, so that I could not introduce that system commercially
until the year 1865, when I resided in Hamburg. The powder
ignition, which I have here described, I applied in Sweden in 1864,
especially in quarries at Stockholm and in the mines of Ammerberg
in Sweden, belonging to the Vieille Montagne Belgian Company.
Before I invented the detonating ignition by small powder charge
or detonator cap, I applied nitro-glycerine to blasting by mixing
very hard grained non-porous gunpowder with about its weight
of nitro-glycerine in cartridge. I also used nitro-glycerine in tubes
with a gunpowder charge around. Experiments which were made
very successfully in the mines of Ammerberg in the latter part of
1863 (I think November) are described in Dingler's Journal for
that period,
Question 15 : If anyone or more persons aided you, give their
names and present place of residence, and what they did.
Answer : What my father did, I have already stated. I had no
essential aid from anyone else, except from Mr. Theodor Winckler
(now defunct), who was useful to me in directing me how to get
strong caps suited for my purpose, manufactured on a commercial
scale.
Question 16 : When, where and in what manner was this method
first used in practical operations ?
Answer: The detonating mixture of nitro-glycerine and gun-
powder was first technically applied for blasting rock by me in the
mines of Ammerberg towards the end of 1863. The ignition, by
local explosion of gunpowder contained in a glass tube, was first
applied for blasting purposes by me in a cutting of a railway near
Stockholm, of which Captain Nordenfelt had the charge. The
next application was in the quarry of Tyskbagarebergen at Stock-
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